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VisionOur 
Vision

We believe in talented communities that work 

together and reward each other. We are the 

first freelancer economy. 

 

More than your pocket business, we are an 

ecosystem designed for creatives and 

professionals. 

 

Your voice. Together. 



Higher Earnings, 

No Fees

Beautiful Client 
Experience

More Freedom,  

More Clients

Rewarding Ecosystem

Your Personal  
Brand

Your Client 
Management

Your Marketing 

Channels
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thirdSethirdSelf 
Platform



A com

Give 

Earn

Grow

Your daily 3S Credits 

to cool content.

Earn Credits by 

contributing.

Use your Credits for 

cool rewards.

The first  
Freelancer 
Economy
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Earn

Grow

As a thirdSelf member, you can earn 3S Credits by contributing 

to the community, for example by submitting quality articles, 

adding comments, and engaging positively with other 

members. Your earned 3S Credits don’t expire.

3S Credits are a way for members to own a piece of the 

thirdSelf community at large. As a unit of ownership, 3S Credits 

capture some of the value of the community. They are used as a 

measure of reputation in the community and can be 

exchanged for Ethereum based 3RS Tokens. 

01
Give Each member receives 10 daily 3S Credits to reward other 

members for their contributions and to assist them on their 

journey. Premium users receive 30 daily 3S Credits for 

increased impact. Unused 3S Credits expire, so make sure to 

give them out!



What 
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Every month, eligible members have the option 

to exchange their 3S Credits for 3RS Tokens. 

Tokenized under the ERC-20 standard, 3RS 

Tokens are minted monthly and are distributed 

according to that month’s 3S Credit assignation 

by members. Members need to have an active 

3S Wallet (or any other Ethereum Wallet) to be 

eligible to receive 3RS Tokens. 

Engagement credits Ethereum based tokens

thirdSelf Credits 3RS Tokens

Monthly

What are  
3RS Tokens?
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As the first freelancer economy, you can use your 

earned $3RS Tokens on the benefits below, or you 

can hold and sell on an exchange like Uniswap.

Post promotion on 
the thirdSelf platform

Let’s build it  
together

Premium 
membership access

Exclusive discounts on 
our Shop

Access special 
platform benefits

Become a Voice in the 
Community

Give your articles and listings 
more visibility

Guide the community’s evolution 
by accessing special polls and 
influence platform decisions

Use 3RS tokens to receive special 
discounts on memberships

Access exclusive member listings 
and exclusive 3S merchandise

New profile themes, access to 
private forums, and more

Save your 3RS tokens to increase 
your platform reputation, or trade 
and earn cash or crypto

Coming soon

What are  
3RS Tokens?
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How are 3RS 

Tokens 

distributed?

How can I use 

3RS Tokens?

The monthly exchange from 3S Credits 

to 3RS Tokens is available to eligible 

members. It is not a 1:1 distribution, it is 

based on a variety of factors like how 

many 3S Credits were used during the 

time period, how many 3RS Tokens 

were minted that particular month, 

along with other market conditions. 

The final decision is up to the 

community.

The best way to view, spend, and claim 

your 3RS tokens is to earn 3S Credits by 

contributing to the community and 

become eligible to receive 3RS Tokens 

by creating a 3S Wallet. You can also 

purchase 3RS Tokens separately on a 

verified exchange platform.
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Decentralized 

and 

autonomous 

Designed and 

built by doers

Your 3RS Tokens are not managed by 

thirdSelf, they exist on the Ethereum 

blockchain, independently of thirdSelf, 

where they can only be controlled by 

you (similar to Bitcoin!). Once granted, 

thirdSelf cannot take your 3RS Tokens. 

You can exchange them, gift them, or 

store them so they can increase in 

value. It’s all up to you. 

3RS Tokens can be used in unlimited 

ways. Only a certain amount of 3RS 

Tokens will ever be minted (similar to 

Bitcoin), this serves to reward the 

community for their contributions and 

ensure they do not lose value. Every 

3RS Token that is used is burned 

entirely from the supply, making 3RS 

Tokens deflationary and likely to 

increase in value as the ecosystem 

grows. 

 

See more information on 3RS Token 

Economics. 
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The 
First Freelancer 
Economy

3S Credits
Engagement credits

3RS Tokens
Ethereum based tokens

Members

thirdSelf Platform 

Monthly Minting

3RS Exchange 

 
Used 3RS Tokens are 
burned, reducing 
supply and increasing 
their intrinsic value.

Give 3S Credits to quality contributions

Earn 3S Credits Daily expirable credits 
thirdSelf Credits

Your earned 3S Credits 
are minted and you’re 
awarded $3RS Tokens.



Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q2 2022

Q1 2022

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Launch thirdSelf Private Beta, 
deploy 3S Credits methodology 
and ecosystem

3RS Token listings on general 
crypto trading platforms 
 
First private offering of 3RS Tokens 
to general public 

Make thirdSelf available to the 
general public. 
 
Deploy the 3RS Token-driven DAO 

(Decentralized Autonomous 

Organization) for thirdSelf 
member governance 

Launch 3S digital Wallets for users 
to be able to receive 3RS Tokens 

 
Mint first batch of 3RS Tokens on 
the Ethereum Rinkeby-testnet 
 
Test deployment of first monthly 
3S Credits to 3RS Token 
conversion 

With the help of the contributors, content creators, and 
investors, these are milestones we are looking forward to 

achieve.

The Roadmap

General release of 3RS Token 
conversion 
 
List 3RS Tokens on Uniswap for 
continuous liquidity and trade 
availability 
 
Deploy 3RS Token exchange for 
platform benefits 

Launch the thirdSelf Shop for 
exclusive member art along with 
NFTs, unique listings and 3S 
Merchandise 
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$3RS 
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$3RS is an ERC-20, or an Ethereum standard token designed to 

power the thirdSelf platform. Along with 3S Credits, it is the 

currency and foundation of the first freelancer economy. 

3S Credits in thirdSelf platform are 

measures of $3RS credit value — 

meaning, the more 3S Credits a 

member acquires, the more 3RS 

Tokens the member is entitled to 

when redistribution takes place at 

the end of the month. During its 

ignition phase, each member is 

granted 10 daily 3S Credits—or 30 3S 

daily Credits if they are a premium 

member—to reward other member’s 

contribution to the platform. These 3S 

Credits granted at the beginning of 

the day must be used, as they do not 

roll-over, nor can a member self-give 

themselves 3S Credits.

What are 3S 

Credits?

$3RS Tokens 
Economics
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42M 3RS Tokens initially available to be minted in phases or 

‘Blocks’. As the platform grows, the community may vote to 

increase the number of blocks available in the future, if any. 3S 

Credits may also be limited according to the number of active 

members in the platform and may no longer be given out daily 

after a certain point.

$3RS Total 
Supply: 

Block 1

Public Member 3RS Tokens

Block 2

Block 2

3,000,000

7,000,000

5,000,000

Block 4

Block 5

10,000,000

11,000,000

36,000,000

Public User Tokens

Total supply of 3RS Tokens

Founding Team

3S Governance

36,000,000

2,000,000

4,000,000

42,000,000
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Every 3RS Token transaction is taxed a 6% fee, where 1% is 

redistributed back to all stakeholders, 2% is added as liquidity 

where 3RS Tokens are available for trade, 1.5% to the thirdSelf 

Community pool used reward moderators, and 1.5% to the 3S 

Credit Pool to back the 3S Credits created by the platform.

Sustainability-
focused Protocol:

$3RS has three 

core utilities:

1. By contributing to the thirdSelf community 

and earning 3S Credits, which are then minted 

into 3RS Tokens every month, 

 

2. By purchasing the available 3RS Token 

supply in a listed exchange, 

 

3. By acquiring 3RS Tokens in one of our direct 

offerings starting in 2022 

3RS Token 
Transactions

Redistributed back to existing holders 
To incentivize transactions - everyone is rewarded 
when members spend their 3RS Tokens

Liquidity Pool 
In order to ensure a large enough liquidity pool is 
available

Tax when used 

Community Pool 
Distributed to the platform to reward moderators, 
and top contributors 

3S Credit Pool 
To be used as a safe account to back the 3S Credits 
created by the platform 
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02

03

New $3RS Tokens are issued on a monthly, or periodic basis, 

which are sent to eligible members in exchange of the 3S 

Credits they have acquired from other members due to their 

contributions to the community. Users can hold and keep their 

$3RS Tokens, sell their $3RS Tokens to the liquidity pool 

(Uniswap/other) for the nominal market value, or they can use 

their $3RS Tokens on a variety of means as explained on the 

first utility.

Members of thirdSelf that hold or have previously held $3RS 

Tokens can guide the community’s evolution by accessing 

special polls and influence platform wide decisions through our 

3RS DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) powered 

by Aragon. Members can vote on proposals such as issuance 

reduction, more uses for $3RS Tokens within the platform, and 

the evolution of thirdSelf empowering a talented community.

01
Be rewarded! Purchase article/listing/profile promotion 

packages to receive more views within the thirdSelf Platform, 

special discounts in memberships and our Shop, rent or access 

specific features like profile themes, private forums, and more. 

All $3RS Tokens used for this utility (spent) are burned (or 

removed from the total supply) marking the deflationary 

aspect of the $3RS token.

$3RS has three 

core utilities:



Takeaw
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Use your daily 3S Credits to 

reward members for the quality 

content they contribute.  

Make an impact. 

1.

3S Credits from other members 

by contributing. Credits are 

exchanged for our ERC-20 based 

$3RS Tokens on a monthly basis. 

Be rewarded.

2.
Use $3RS Tokens for post and 

listing promotions, special 

memberships, exclusive 

features, and more. You can also 

hold your $3RS Tokens, or sell 

them on Uniswap.

3.

First community-powered, freelancer economy 

Designed to reward creatives and professionals for their 

contributions to the community in a decentralized manner. Each 

member has a voice, and we provide the means for it to rise and 

be discovered. 

Takeaways



Deflationary 

All $3RS Tokens used in transactions are burned this means 

there is a continuous buy-pressure for $3RS Tokens, reducing 

the general supply and increasing their value. 

 

Sustainability-focused protocol  

With a 6% tax per transaction, thirdSelf grants more benefits to 

members and existing holders of $3RS Tokens with:
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Let’s build it together 

$3RS Tokens are community-driven, and as a holder, you will 

have voting power in our decentralized autonomous 

organization (DAO) platform, powered by Aragon.

of the fee redistributed back to 

existing members and holders, so 

everyone wins when 3RS Tokens are 

spent  

to the Community Pool to reward 

moderators and top contributors

Goes to a general liquidity pool so 

it’s always available to trade and be 

exchanged for currency (USD, Euro) 

or other crypto (Bitcoin) 

to a 3S Credit Pool to continuously 

support the issuance of 3S Credits 

to thirdSelf members



thirdSelf Co. 

 

Thank you for being a member of thirdSelf. 

Not a member? Sign up and start for free. 

 

www.thirdself.com 


